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Abstract—In this paper, by considering both the near field
and far field, the beam training is investigated for an ultra-
massive multiple-input-multiple-output system with a partially-
connected hybrid combing structure. As the Rayleigh distance
decreases quadratically with the reduction of the antenna
number, the near-field effect of subarrays is much weaker than
that of the whole array. Motivated by this, far-field channel
steering vectors of a subarray are used to approximate its
near-field channel steering vectors. Then a two-stage hybrid-
field beam training scheme that works for both the near field
and far field is proposed. In the first stage, each subarray
independently uses multiple far-field channel steering vectors
for analog combining. In the second stage, for each codeword in
a predefined hybrid-field codebook, a dedicated digital combiner
is designed to combine the output of the analog combiner
from the first stage. Then, from the hybrid-field codebook, the
codeword corresponding to the dedicated digital combiner that
achieves the largest combining power is selected. Note that the
dedicated digital combiners can be obtained offline before the
beam training and the combining power can be computed in
parallel. Simulation results show that the proposed scheme can
approach the performance of the hybrid-field beam sweeping
but with considerable reduction in training overhead.

Index Terms—Beam training, hybrid combining, near field,
ultra-massive MIMO (UM-MIMO).

I. INTRODUCTION

Massive multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) is a key

technology for the fifth generation (5G) wireless commu-

nications [1], [2]. Equipped with large antenna arrays, the

base station (BS) can improve the spectral efficiency dramat-

ically by MIMO beamforming to exploit the spatial degree

of freedom (DoF). For the future sixth generation (6G)

wireless communications, ultra-massive MIMO (UM-MIMO)

with much more antennas than the existing massive MIMO is

considered as a key technology to further improve the spectral

efficiency [3], [4].

Due to large power consumption, each antenna with a

dedicated radio frequency (RF) chain is impractical for UM-

MIMO [5]. Consequently, hybrid structure, where a small

number of RF chains are connected to a large number of

antennas, is developed for UM-MIMO systems [6]. According

to the ways how the RF chains are connected to the anten-

nas, the hybrid structure can generally be divided into two

categories, including fully-connected structure and partially-

connected structure. Although the fully-connected structure

can achieve better spectral efficiency than the partially-

connected structure, the latter is more practical than the

former, owing to its low hardware complexity as well as its

flexibility to extend to different sizes of antennas in blocks [5].

One important difference between UM-MIMO and the

existing massive MIMO is that the channel features of the for-

mer differ from that of the latter. For UM-MIMO, according

to the distance between the user and the BS, the radiation field

can be divided into the near field and the far field, bounded by

the Rayleigh distance [6]. On one hand, the Rayleigh distance

increases linearly with the increase of the wavelength. On

the other hand, when fixing the wavelength, the Rayleigh

distance increases quadratically with the increase of the

number of antennas. As a result, the far field assumption in

existing massive MIMO may not hold for the UM-MIMO

systems, especially when the user is close to the BS. In this

context, channel state information (CSI) acquisition methods

considering both the near-filed effect and far-field effect are

needed for UM-MIMO. The main stream CSI acquisition

methods can be categorized into channel estimation and beam

training [7]. The channel estimation methods usually focus

on efficient estimation of the high-dimension channel matrix

by exploiting advanced signal processing techniques such as

compressed sensing, while the beam training can avoid the

estimation of the high-dimension channel matrix and obtain

considerable beamforming gain especially in low signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR). In [6], to estimate the near-field chan-

nels in UM-MIMO, a polar-domain simultaneous orthogonal

matching pursuit (P-SOMP) algorithm is proposed. However,

it only considers the random beamforming instead of the

directional beamforming, where the random beamforming

cannot offer enough beamforming gain and may limit the

signal coverage of the BS as well as degrading the channel

estimation performance at low SNRs. To the best knowledge

of the authors, so far there has been no literature working

on efficient beam training for the UM-MIMO system with

near-field effect.

In this paper, by taking into account both the near field

and far field, we investigate the beam training for a UM-

MIMO system with a partially-connected hybrid combing

structure. As the Rayleigh distance decreases quadratically

with the reduction of the antenna number, the near-field effect
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Fig. 1. Illustration of a partially-connected hybrid combing structure.

of subarrays is much weaker than that of the whole array.

Motivated by this, we use far-field channel steering vectors

of a subarray to approximate its near-field channel steering

vectors. Then we propose a two-stage hybrid-field beam

training scheme that works for both the near field and far field.

In the first stage, each subarray independently uses multiple

far-field channel steering vectors for analog combining. In

the second stage, for each codeword in a predefined hybrid-

field codebook, we design a dedicated digital combiner, which

is used to combine the output of the analog combiner from

the first stage. Then, from the hybrid-field codebook, we

select the codeword corresponding to the dedicated digital

combiner that achieves the largest combining power. Note

that the dedicated digital combiners can be obtained offline

before the beam training and the combining power can be

computed in parallel.

The notations are defined as follows. Symbols for matrices

(upper case) and vectors (lower case) are in boldface. The set

is represented by bold Greek letters. (·)T and (·)H denote the

transpose and conjugate transpose (Hermitian) respectively.

[A]:,m denotes the mth column of a matrix A. j denotes

the square root of −1. In addition, | · | and ‖ · ‖2 denote the

absolute value of a scalar and �2-norm of a vector respectively.

C denotes the set of complex number. The complex Gaussian

distribution is denoted by CN . �·� and blkdiag{·} denote

the floor operation and the block diagonalization operation,

respectively.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

As shown in Fig. 1, we consider uplink beam training

for a UM-MIMO system including a user and a BS. At

the BS, a large uniform linear array (ULA) of N antennas

with half wavelength interval and a partially-connected hybrid

combining structure with NRF RF chains are employed,

where the hybrid combining includes analog combining and

digital combining. In practice, the BS with hybrid structure

has much more antennas than RF chains, i.e., N � NRF. The

ULA is formed by NRF non-overlapping subarrays, where

each subarray has M = N/NRF antennas and is solely

connected to an RF chain after analog combining. Then all the

NRF RF chains are connected to a digital baseband processing

x-axis

y-axis

BS Antenna Array
Scatter

User

...

nth antenna

Nth antenna

...
...

...
1st antenna

1st subarray

tth subarray

...

th subarray

Fig. 2. Illustration of a multipath channel model.

unit for digital combining. In this work, we focus on the

analog combining and digital combining at the BS side, while

a single-antenna user is considered for simplification.

During the uplink beam training, the signal transmitted by

the user is denoted as xk, k = 1, 2, . . . ,K, where K is the

signal length. The channel vector between the user and the

BS is denoted as h ∈ C
N . Then the signal after the analog

combining at the BS side can be expressed as

yk = vkWkhxk + vkWkη (1)

where Wk ∈ C
NRF×N is the analog combiner, vk ∈ C

1×NRF

is the digital combiner, and η ∈ C
N is an additive white

Gaussian noise vector obeying η ∼ CN (
0, σ2IN

)
. If the

digital combiner is a matrix, we may treat each row of it

as a different vk, so that we can perform parallel baseband

processing.

Generally, two kinds of channels including the near-field

channel and the far-field channel, are considered by existing

literature according to the distance between the user and the

BS [6]. The commonly used boundary distance to distinguish

the near field and the far field is the Rayleigh distance

Z = 2D2/λ (2)

where D denotes the array aperture and λ denotes the wave-

length. In other words, when the distance between the user

and the BS is larger than Z, the wireless channel is termed

as the far-filed channel; otherwise, the wireless channel is

termed as the near-filed channel. Since a half-wavelength-

interval ULA is adopted in this work, the array aperture of

the BS is D = Nλ/2. In the following, we describe both

the far-filed channel and the near-field channel based on a

multipath channel model, and then propose an uplink beam

training method to estimate the multipath channel.

As shown in Fig. 2, a multipath channel composed of

one line-of-sight (LOS) path and several non-line-of-sight

(NLOS) paths between the BS and the user is considered.

N antennas of the BS are placed along the y-axis in the

Cartesian coordinate system, and the coordinate of the nth

antenna is (0, δnλ), where δn � (2n − N − 1)/4, for

n = 1, 2, . . . , N . The coordinate of the user is denoted as

p1 = (r1 cos θ1, r1 sin θ1), where r1 is the distance between
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the user and the coordinate origin, and θ1 ∈ [−π/2, π/2] is

the angle of the user relative to the positive x-axis. Similarly,

the coordinate of the scatterer on the lth path for l ≥ 2 is

denoted as pl = (rl cos θl, rl sin θl), where rl is the distance

between the scatterer on the lth path and the coordinate origin,

and θl ∈ [−π/2, π/2] is the angle of the scatterer on the lth
path relative to the positive x-axis. The distance between pl

for l ≥ 1 and the nth antenna can be expressed as

r
(n)
l =

√
r2l + δ2nλ

2 − 2rlΩlδnλ (3)

where Ωl � sin θl ∈ [−1, 1]. Then the channel vector between

the user and the BS can be expressed as

h =

√
N

L

L∑
l=1

gle
− j2πrl

λ α(N,Ωl, rl) (4)

where L and gl denote the number of paths and the path gain

of the lth path, respectively. The channel steering vector α(·)
is defined as

α(N,Ωl, rl) =
1√
N

[
e−j 2π

λ (r
(1)
l −rl), · · · , e−j 2π

λ (r
(N)
l −rl)

]T
.

(5)

Note that the channel steering vector in (5) can be used to

describe both the far-field channel and the near-field channel.

If rl > Z, then r
(n)
l in (3) can be simplified as r

(n)
l ≈ rl −

Ωlδnλ, because δnλ/rl ≈ 0 and
√
1 + ε ≈ 1+ 1

2ε. As a result,

(5) can be approximated by

α(N,Ωl, rl) ≈ 1√
N

[
ej2πΩlδ1 , ej2πΩlδ2 , · · · , ej2πΩlδN

]T
� β(N,Ωl). (6)

In fact, β(N,Ωl) is the far-field channel steering vector

independent of rl. If rl ≤ Z, the approximation in (6) is not

accurate enough. Therefore, we use α(N,Ωl, rl) to represent

the near-field channel steering vector.

To estimate the multipath channel, codebook-based beam

training is widely adopted [8]. Since the user is either in the

far field or near field, a hybrid-field codebook considering

both the near-field effect and the far-field effect will be

developed in the following. First, we establish a far-field

codebook Cf ∈ C
N×N , based on the far-field channel

steering vectors [2], where the nth column of Cf is denoted

as

[Cf ]:,n � β

(
N,

2n− 1−N

N

)
(7)

for n = 1, 2, . . . , N . Then we establish a near-field codebook

Cn ∈ C
N×(NS). Since the near-field channel is relevant to

both the distance and the angle, we quantize the distance and

and the angle by S samples and N samples, respectively. The

nth angle sample is Θn = (2n−1−N)/N , n = 1, 2, · · · , N .

The sth distance sample is

dn,s =
N2λ(1−Θ2

n)

8s
(8)

for s = 1, 2, · · · , S [6]. Then Cn can be designed as

Cn � {C1,C2, · · · ,CN} (9)

where the sth column of [Cn] is [Cn]:,s = α(N,Θn, dn,s).
Then the hybrid-field codebook is defined as

Ch � {Cn,Cf} ∈ C
N×(NS+N). (10)

Based on (1), we have

yk = [Ch]
H
:,khxk + [Ch]

H
:,kη (11)

for k = 1, 2, · · · , NS+N . The beam training aims at finding

the codeword in Ch best fit for the multipath channel, which

can be expressed as

k̃ = arg max
k=1,2,··· ,NS+N

∣∣[Ch]
H
:,kh

∣∣. (12)

To solve (12), we need to test all the codewords in Ch one by

one. We term this method as the hybrid-field beam sweeping.

To perform the hybrid-field beam sweeping, (NS+N) times

of beam training are needed. Comparing (6) with (5), we

observe that larger overhead is needed by the near-field beam

training than the far-field beam training, because the former

needs S times beam training for different distance even for

the same angle while the latter needs only one time of beam

training for the same angle. Therefore, it would be interesting

to consider how to use the far-field beam training for the

near-field channel, which will be discussed in the following

section.

III. TWO-STAGE BEAM TRAINING

In this section, we will use far-field channel steering vectors

of a subarray to approximate its near-field channel steering

vectors. Then we propose a two-stage hybrid-field beam

training scheme that works for both the near field and far

field.

We define an analog combiner as

W � blkdiag{w1,w2, · · · ,wNRF
} (13)

and a digital combiner as v ∈ C
1×NRF , where wt ∈ C

1×M ,

t = 1, 2, · · · , NRF. Given h, the optimal hybrid combiner to

achieve the maximum received power can be designed via

solving the problem

max
W ,v

∣∣vWh
∣∣ (14a)

s.t. ‖vW ‖2 = 1,
∣∣[wt]m

∣∣ = 1, (14b)

m = 1, 2, . . . ,M, t = 1, 2, . . . , NRF.

Due to the much smaller path gain of the NLOS paths than

that of the LOS path especially in mmWave or terahertz band,

we omit the NLOS paths. Then (14) can be rewritten as

max
W ,v

∣∣vWα(N,Ω, r)
∣∣ (15a)

s.t. ‖vW ‖2 = 1,
∣∣[wt]m

∣∣ = 1, (15b)

m = 1, 2, . . . ,M, t = 1, 2, . . . , NRF

where we omit the subscript of Ω and r in (15a) to simplify

the notation. According to the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality,

we have∣∣vWα(N,Ω, r)
∣∣ ≤ ‖v‖2 ‖Wα(N,Ω, r)‖2. (16)
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The equality of (16) holds if vH = μWα(N,Ω, r), where μ
is a scaling factor. Since W and v are independent to each

other, we can achieve the equality of (16). Consequently, we

may first design W and then design v.

The design of W can be formulated as

max
W

∥∥Wα(N,Ω, r)
∥∥
2

(17a)

s.t.
∣∣[wt]m

∣∣ = 1, (17b)

m = 1, 2, . . . ,M, t = 1, 2, . . . , NRF.

The entries of W are mutually independent, implying that

the maximization of ‖Wα(N,Ω, r)‖2 is essentially the maxi-

mization of the absolute value of each entry of Wα(N,Ω, r).
Therefore, the problem of (17) is divided into NRF indepen-

dent subproblems with the tth subproblem expressed as

max
wt

∣∣wtGtα(N,Ω, r)
∣∣ (18a)

s.t.
∣∣[wt]m

∣∣ = 1,m = 1, 2, . . . ,M (18b)

where Gt � [0M×(t−1)M , IM ,0M×(NRF−t)M ]. The optimal

solution of (18) is

wt =
√
N
(
Gtα(N,Ω, r)

)H
, t = 1, 2, . . . , NRF. (19)

Note that Gtα(N,Ω, r) is essentially the channel steering

vector between the user and the tth subarray. From (2), the

whole array at BS achieves larger Z than each subarray. The

Rayleigh distance decreases quadratically with the reduction

of the antenna number. In fact, the Rayleigh distance of a

subarray is only 1/N2
RF of the Rayleigh distance of the whole

array at BS, which implies that a user in the near field of

the whole array might be in the far field of a subarray. For

example, if N = 256, λ = 0.003 m and NRF = 4, the

Rayleigh distance of the whole array is 98.3m while the

Rayleigh distance of a subarray is only 6.1m. In other words,

the near-field effect of subarrays is much weaker than that

of the whole array. As a results, for each subarray, we use

far-field channel steering vectors expressed as

ŵt =
√
Mβ(M, Ψ̂t)

H, t = 1, 2, . . . , NRF (20)

to approximate the near-field channel steering vectors in (19),

so that we can use (20) for both the far-field and near-

field channels. Note that the aforementioned approximation

is similar to that in (6). In (20), Ψ̂t represents the sine result

of the angle that points from the center of the tth subarray to

the user. As shown in Fig. 2, the center of the tth subarray is

(0,Δtλ), where Δt = [(2t − 1)M −N ]/4. Then Ψ̂t can be

computed as

Ψ̂t =

{
rΩ−Δtλ√

r2+Δ2
tλ

2−2rΩΔtλ
, r ≤ Z,

Ω , r > Z.
(21)

Note that Ψ̂t is different for different subarrays in the near

field, where such difference is more apparent if the user is

closer to the BS. For example, if N = 256, λ = 0.003 m,

NRF = 4, r = 5 m and Ω = 0, we can obtain Ψ̂1 ≈ 0.0288,

Ψ̂2 ≈ 0.0096, Ψ̂3 ≈ −0.0096 and Ψ̂4 ≈ −0.0288 via (21).

It is seen that Ψ̂4 − Ψ̂1 ≈ 0.0576, but the beam coverage of

a subarray channel steering vector is only 2/64 ≈ 0.0312. In

this context, if the same sine angle is assigned to different

subarrays for analog combining in the near field, there will

be severe loss of beamforming gain. Therefore, we need to

compute Ψ̂t for different t.
By substituting (20) into (13), we write the designed analog

combiner for (15) as

Ŵ = blkdiag{ŵ1, ŵ2, · · · , ŵNRF}. (22)

Since ŴŴH = MINRF , we have ‖vŴ ‖2 =
√
N‖v‖2.

Then the design of v according to (15) can be expressed as

max
v

vŴα(N,Ω, r) (23a)

s.t. ‖v‖2 = 1/
√
N. (23b)

Note that (15a) can be rewritten as (23a) because we can

always adjust the phase of v so that vŴα(N,Ω, r) is

real positive and the maximum of |vŴα(N,Ω, r)| is still

achieved.

The optimal v for (23) is

v̂ =

(
Ŵα(N,Ω, r)

)H

√
N
∥∥Ŵα(N,Ω, r)

∥∥
2

. (24)

For each subarray, the commonly-used DFT codebook for

beam training is

Φ = {
√
Mβ(M,Φ1),

√
Mβ(M,Φ2), · · · ,

√
Mβ(M,ΦM )}.

(25)

where

Φm = (2m− 1−M)/M, m = 1, 2, . . . ,M. (26)

In fact, the DFT codebook equally samples the full space

[−1, 1] by M angles, where the mth angle is Φm.

For the tth subarray, the index of the codeword in Φ best

fit for the channel is

m̃t = arg min
m=1,2,··· ,M

|Φm − Ψ̂t|. (27)

Therefore, the designed analog combiner and digital com-

biner according to (22) and (24), respectively, are

W̃ = blkdiag{w̃1, w̃2, · · · , w̃NRF}. (28)

ṽ =

(
W̃α(N,Ω, r)

)H

√
N
∥∥W̃α(N,Ω, r)

∥∥
2

. (29)

where

w̃t = [Φ]H:,m̃t
, t = 1, 2, , . . . , NRF. (30)

based on (20).

For the partially-connected structure, each subarray is

solely connected to a RF chain, which indicates that each

RF chain can support an independent beam training based on

a subarray. As a result, we need totally M times of beam

training. In particular, the near-field effect is substantially

weakened once the ULA is divided into NRF subarrays.
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Therefore, for each angle, we only need one time of beam

training, no matter the user is near-filed or far-field.

Now we propose a two-stage hybrid-field beam training

scheme. In the first stage, each subarray independently uses

M far-field channel steering vectors for analog combining,

where the kth combiner according to (25) is

W k = blkdiag{
√
Mβ(M,Φk)

H, · · · ,
√
Mβ(M,Φk)

H}.
(31)

for k = 1, 2, · · · ,M . Based on (1), the output signal of the

kth combiner is

zk = W khxk +W kη, k = 1, 2, . . . ,M. (32)

In the second stage, by utilizing {z1, z2, . . . , zM}, we

design the digital combiner vp, for p = 1, 2, · · · , NS + N ,

to test all the codewords in the hybrid-field codebook Ch.

To be detailed, for each codeword [Ch]:,p in a predefined

hybrid-field codebook Ch, now we design a dedicated digital

combiner vp to combine the output of the analog combiner

from the first stage. From (10), we have

[Ch]:,p =

{
α (N,Θn̄, dn̄,s̄) , p ≤ NS,

β
(
N, 2(p−NS)−1−N

N

)
, p > NS

(33)

where

n̄ =
⌊
p/S

⌋
, s̄ = p− (n̄− 1)S. (34)

Suppose [Ch]:,p is the codeword best fit for the channel.

We will design analog combiner Fp and digital combiner

ṽp so that ṽpFp achieves the similar beam gain as [Ch]:,p.

Replacing α(N,Ω, r) in (15) by [Ch]:,p, we can obtain w̃
(p)
t

via (30). Similar to (28) and (29), we design the analog

combiner and digital combiner respectively as

Fp = blkdiag{w̃(p)
1 , w̃

(p)
2 , · · · , w̃(p)

NRF
}, (35)

ṽp =
(Fp[Ch]:,p)

H

√
N
∥∥Fp[Ch]:,p

∥∥
2

. (36)

Note that both Fp and ṽp can be computed offline before the

beam training, which can substantially reduce the computa-

tional complexity of the beam training. If we use Fp and ṽp

for combining, we define

z̃p = Fphxp + Fpη, (37)

ỹp = ṽpz̃p, p = 1, 2, · · · , NS +N. (38)

In fact, z̃p can not be obtained because we do not really

perform beam training with Fp. However, each entry of z̃p
can be obtained from the beam training in (32), because both

Fp and W k are composed of channel steering vectors from

the same set Φ in (25). We can obtain z̃p by setting

[z̃p]t = [zm̃t
]t (39)

where m̃t can be obtained from (27) during the design of Fp

in (35). Note that (38) can be computed in parallel to speed

Algorithm 1 Two-Stage Hybird-Field Beam Training

1: Input: N , NRF, M , S, λ.

2: First Stage:
3: Obtain zk, k = 1, 2, . . . ,M via (32).

4: Second Stage:
5: for p = 1, 2, · · ·NS +N do
6: Obtain [Ch]:,p via (33).

7: Obtain Fp and ṽp via (35) and (36), respectively.

8: Obtain z̃p via (39).

9: Obtain ỹp via (38).

10: end for
11: Obtain p̃ via (40).

12: Output: [Ch]:,p̃.

up the beam training. From {ỹ1, ỹ2, . . . , ỹNS+N}, we select

one with the largest power, which can be expressed as

p̃ = arg max
p=1,2,··· ,NS+N

∣∣ỹp∣∣2. (40)

Finally, from the hybrid-field codebook Ch, we select

the codeword [Ch]:,p̃ corresponding to the dedicated digital

combiner ṽp̃ that can achieve the largest combining power

|ỹp̃|2. The detailed steps of the proposed two-stage hybrid-

field beam training scheme are summarized in Algorithm 1.

Compared to the hybrid-field beam sweeping based on Ch

in (10) that needs NS+N times of beam training, the training

overhead of the two-stage hybrid-field beam training scheme

is substantially reduced to M . The computational complexity

of the proposed scheme mainly comes from step 10 in

Algorithm 1 and is totally O(NRFN(S + 1)).

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

Now we evaluate the performance of the proposed two-

stage hybrid-field beam training scheme. We consider a UM-

MIMO system equipped with N = 256 antennas. The antenna

array is composed of NRF = 4 subarrays with each subarray

having M = 64 antennas. The wavelength is set to be

λ = 0.003 m corresponding to the carrier frequency of

100 GHz. The channel between the user and the BS is set

up with L = 3 channel paths with one LOS path and two

NLOS paths, where the channel gain of the LOS path obeys

g1 ∼ CN (0, 1) and the NLOS paths obey g2 ∼ CN (0, 0.1)
and g3 ∼ CN (0, 0.1). The channel angle Ωl of the lth path

obeys the uniform distribution between [−√
3/2,

√
3/2]. We

set S = 6 for the hybrid-field codebook Ch. During the uplink

beam training, the length of the signal transmitted by the user

is K = 64, which is also set to be the pilot length of P-SOMP

for fair comparisons.

In Fig. 3, we compare the proposed two-stage hybrid-

field beam training scheme with P-SOMP [6], the hybrid-

field beam sweeping and the far-filed beam sweeping [9] in

terms of spectral efficiency. The distances between the BS and

the user or scatterers obey the uniform distribution between

[5, 10] m. From Fig. 3, the hybrid-field beam sweeping can

achieve better performance than the other three schemes,
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Fig. 3. Comparisons of the spectral efficiency for different methods.

which lies in the fact that hybrid-field beam sweeping ex-

haustively tests all the codewords in Ch and needs much

more times of beam training than the other three schemes.

The performance of P-SOMP is worse than that of the other

three schemes at low SNRs, such as -5 dB, because the

random beamformings of P-SOMP cannot achieve enough

beamforming gain and significantly degrade the performance.

The performance of the far-field beam sweeping is worse

than that of the other three schemes at high SNRs because

beamforming gain of the far-field channel steering vector will

decrease in the near field. Most importantly, the performance

of the proposed scheme can approach the performance of the

hybrid-field beam sweeping at various SNR conditions.

In Fig. 4, we compare the proposed two-stage hybrid-

field beam training scheme with P-SOMP, the hybrid-field

beam sweeping and the far-filed beam sweeping in terms of

beamforming gain. The distances between the BS and the user

or scatterers obey the uniform distribution between [5, r] m,

where r ranges from 10 to 120. The SNR is fixed to be

−5 dB. From Fig. 4, the hybrid-field beam sweeping achieves

the highest beam gain at different distances. As the distance

decreases, the far-field beam sweeping will suffer severe loss

of beamforming gain because it only considers the far-field

channels. By contrast, the other three schemes are robust to

the distance because they consider both the near-filed channel

and the far-field channel. In particular, the performance of

the proposed scheme can approach that of the hybrid-field

beam sweeping with only slight loss of beamforming gain at

different distances.

We also compare the training overhead of different

schemes. The training overhead of the hybrid-field beam

sweeping, the far-field beam sweeping, P-SOMP and the

proposed scheme are N(S + 1), N , K and M , respectively.

Under the simulation setting, these four schemes require 1792,

256, 64 and 64 time slots, respectively, where the proposed

scheme can approach the performance of the hybrid-field

beam sweeping with 96.43% reduction in training overhead.
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Fig. 4. Comparisons of the beamforming gains for different methods.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a two-stage hybrid-field

beam training scheme for UM-MIMO systems with partially-

connected hybrid combining structure. Future work will be

continued with the focus on efficient beam training for UM-

MIMO.
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